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A Combinatorial Interpretation of q-Derangement and q-Laguerre
Numbers
A. M. GARSIA AND J. REMMEL
INTRODUCTION
It has become increasingly apparent since the work of Foata-Schutzenberger [6] and
recent works of the Lotharingian school of combinatorics, see for instance Viennot [12],
[13], [14], Dumond [2] and Flajolet [4] that the special functions and identities of classical
mathematics are gravid with combinatorial information. This information can be
expressed in the form of correspondences or more precisely encodings of objects into
words of certain languages and natural bijections between different classes of languages.
The classical identities appear then as relations between enumerators of these words by
suitable statistics.
At present a systematic study is taking place to mine this information out of the classical
literature. This increasingly rich inventory of correspondences has led to new identities as
well as more revealing proofs of the old ones.
Let X = {Xl, Xz, ... ,xm } be an alphabet and X* denote the collection of all words
obtained by juxtaposing letters of X. Given a word
in X* we shall set
(1.1)
n-I
inv(w)= L X(Xiv>XiJ
V</L
n
maj(w)= L IIX(Xiv>Xiv+J
11=1
(1.2)
These two Statistics are respectively referred to as the number of inversions and the major
index of the word w. In our definitions (1.2) we make the convention that Xi < x, is to mean
i <j, also if A is any statement X(A) is to be taken equal to one or zero according as A is
true or not.
We recall that the q-analogue of n! is the polynomial
[n]! = [1][2]' .. [n] (1.3)
where [n]= l+q+qz+ .. '+qn-I. A very fruitful way to obtain combinatorial inter-
pretations of q -analogues of classical numbers is to interpret them as the result of replacing
the ordinary counting of the corresponding objects by q-counting. By this we mean that
after representing the objects by words of a certain Language L(e), where e denotes the
collection being counted, we simply replace in our formulas the cardinality lei by the
polynomial
/elq = L qS(w)
weL(C)
(1.4)
where s(w) denotes some statistic of the word w. In particular it is well known [1] that
q-counting permutations by inv as well as maj leads to the q-analogue of n!. More
precisely, if we simply interpret a permutation (T = (TI(TZ ••• a.; as a word in the alphabet
1, 2, ... , n, then (1.4) with e replaced by the symmetric group S; and s (w) replaced by
lnv(w) or maj(w) yields the polynomial in (1.3).
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Moreover, if Cnk denotes the collection of all k-subsets of the set {I, 2, ... , n} and we
encode each S E Cnk by the word w(S) = E1E2 ... En with e, = x'! E S), then it can be shown
[1] that we have
L qinv(w(S)) = L qrnai<w(S)) = [nJ ;
SeCnk SeCnk k
here [k] denotes the q-analogue of the binomial coefficient, that is
(1.5)
(1.6)[nJ en]!k =[k]l[n-k]l'
We shall be concerned here with the triangular arrays {Fnk(q)}, {Lnk(q)} (0~ k ~ n) of
polynomials in q implicitly defined by the generating functions
(1.7)
and
n n k 1u k XL - L Lndq)x =Eq(-x) L - k-1 (1.8)
n..o[n]! k=O k..o[k]! (l-u)(I-uq)'" (l-uq )
where eq(u) and Eq(u) are the two q-analogues of the exponential series
Uk k
() " Eq(u) = " ~qm. (19)
e
q
u = kL;:o[k]!' kL;:o [k]! .
It is not difficult to show that the polynomials Fnk(q), Lnk(q) have non-negative integer
coefficients and our goal is to obtain a combinatiorial interpretation for the polynomials
n
Fn(q, x) = L Fnk(q)X k
k=O
and
This given, note that from (I.7) we deduce that
where
n (_I)k
Dn(q) = en]! ~ -[k]I .k-O .
(1.10)
(1.11)
(1.12)
(1.13)
It is well known that D n(l) is equal to the number of permutations in S; with no fixed
points, usually referred to as derangements. Thus in view of (1.12) F n(I, x) is the
enumerator of permutations by number of fixed points. On the other hand (1.8)yields that
L n(l, x) is the ordinary Laguerre polynomial. Thus L n(l, x) may be interpreted (see for
instance [8]) as the ennumerator of placements of n distinguishable balls in undis-
tinguishable tubes. We shall refer to these as Laguerre configurations.
We are especially interested in the polynomials Ln(q, x) since as we shall see they are
essentially those obtained by Hahn in [9] by purely analytical methods.
In this paper we shall show that (I.7) and (1.8) can be obtained starting from a purely
combinatorial definition of Fnk(q) and Lnk(q). Indeed we shall establish them by inv-q-
counting certain words representing permutations and Laguerre configurations respec-
tively.
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We recall from [15] that a statistic s(O") on a permutation 0" is called Mahonian if and
only if its distribution on S; is given by the polynomial En]! Note that setting x = 1 in (1.7)
yields
n
L Fnk(q) = En]!.
k=O
This indicates that the combinatorial interpretation of Fnk(q) should be obtained by
q -counting permutations with k fixed points by a Mahonian statistic. Surprisingly neither
maj nor ino as defined above turn out to be appropriate in this case. Thus our interest in
(1.7) derives from the fact that it leads in a very natural way to a new statistic for
permutations which like maj and inv has a Mahonian distribution.
1. THE q-DERANGEMENT NUMBERS
Note that if we set
n (_l)k
Dn(q) = En]! ~ -[k]'
k-O •
then we shall have the recursions
(Do=1,D1=0), (1.1)
and
(1.2)
(1.3)
Indeed (1.2) is immediate from (1.1) and (1.3) follows from (1.2). For, using (1.2) twice we
obtain
[n]Dn-1(q)+q[n]Dn(q) =Dn(q)-( -lr+1 +([n + l]-l)Dn(q)
= [n + l]Dn(q) + (_l)n+l =Dn+1(q).
This implies that the polynomials in (1.10) have non-negative integer coefficients.
Our basic tool for the combinatorial interpretation of Fnk(q) are what we call ordered
cycle factorization (OCF for brief) words. More precisely given a permutation 0" E Sn we
shall express it in the form
(1.4)
where aI, a2, ... , ai; are the fixed points of 0" and aI, a2, ... , ah are the remaining cycles.
We shall make, however, the following provisions.
(a) The fixed points are ordered so that
al > a2> ... > ai:
(b) The cycles aI, a2, ... , ah are ordered by increasing second smallest elements.
(c) Each cycle (o.) is written with its second smallest element in the last position.
For instance with this convention the permutation
0" =(1~ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1~) (1.5)2 1 10 5 8 4 13 9 7 3 11
is written as
0"=(1 12 11 3)(4 10 7)(13 6 8)(9)(5)(2). (1.6)
Our OCF word w(O") is then constructed from the resulting expression in (1.4) by
removing all the parentheses, inserting a space symbol # before the first fixed point and
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replacing each integer i by the letter Xi. For instance (1.6) is replaced bythe word
(1.7)
The symbol # is essential here to avoid ambiguity in the case the second smallest
element of (Xh is larger than al. Using Xi rather than i avoids confusing a two letter word
such as 12 with twelve.
We can give a simple recursive algorithm to reconstruct the original permutation o from
the OCF word w(u). To this end let t; and i. denote the smallest and second smallest
elements of the cycle (Xv in (1.4). Then w(u) is of the form
w(u) = ... xiv_,l3vXivYvXiv ... Xih # 8,
o..
where each letter in I3v and Yv is larger than Xiv' Note that by our conventions we have
i.; jv-l <j.,
Thus once xiv' Xiv+l' Xiv+l' ... , Xih have been located x., and Xiv_' can be easily found since
starting from Xiv and proceeding to the left they are the first two letters that are smaller than
Xiv' Of course once we have located the Xiv we can reinsert the parentheses and recover the
original permutation.
Let nowD; denote the formal sum of all OCFwords corresponding to the derangements
of 1,2, ... , n. That is
D; = L w(u)X(u has no fixed points).
UE5n
(1.8)
Our identities are a consequence of a recursive procedure for constructing the successive
languages Di; To state it we need the operators Shift and Insert defined as follows, for
u = 1, 2, ... , n:
(S) Given a word w in the letters Xl> ••• ,X n we let Svw denote the word obtained by
replacing each occurrence of an X,.. (IL ~ lJ) in w by X,..+1.
(I) Given a word w = Xi,Xi2 ... Xi. we let
Finally the action of Sv, I; is extended to sums of words by linearity. Keeping this in mind
we have
THEOREM 1.1
n n
D n +1 = L (SvOn-l)XvXn+l + L t.o..
v=1 v=1
(1.9)
PROOF. Given a derangement a of (1, 2, ... , n +1) there are two possibilities:
(S) n +1 is part of a two-cycle. In this case by our convention w(u) is of the form
w(u) = W'XvXn+l
for some lJ =1, 2, ... , n and in addition w' =Svw(u') where a' is a derangement of
1,2, ... , n-1.
(T) n + 1 is not part ofa two-cycle. In this case removing Xn + l from w(u) out of one ofits
n possible positions we see that w(u) is of the form w(u) =Ivw(u') where a' is a
derangement of 1,2, ... , n.
In either case we call w(u') the reduction of w(u).
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Grouping together all the words of D n + l whose reduction is in D n - l and separately those
whose reduction is in D; yields (1.9).
Our first corollary is:
THEOREM 1.2
Dn (q)= L qinv(w)*(n;;.2) .
weD"
(1.10)
(1.11)
PROOF. For each word w set cpw = q inv (w ). It is convenient to think of cp as an operator
by extending it to act linearly on sums of words. Then from 1.9 we get
L q inv(w ) = f: cp (S,})n-I)X,xn + 1 + f: cpI,})n'
w e D "+ ! v= 1 v = 1
Note that if w (oo ) = Svw(oo')X,xn +l with 00' a derangement of 1,2, ... , n -1 then
inv(w(oo))= inv(w(oo')) + n -P.
Thus the first sum on the right-hand side of (1.11) reduces to
inv(w)q .
w eDn _ 1
Similarly if w(oo)= Lwto') then each of the n -p + 1 letters that are to the right of Xn +l in
w(oo) produce one inversion with Xn +l.
Thus we must have
w(oo)=qn+l- vcpw(oo')
and the second sum on the right-hand side of (1.11) reduces to
(q+qZ+ .. ' + qn) L q inv(w ).
we D "
But this means that the sequence of polynomials LWED
n
qinv(w ) satisfies the recursions in
(1.3). Since (1.10) can be easily verified to be true for n =2, 3 it must hold true for all n ;;. 2
as asserted.
We are finally in a position to give our combinatorial interpretation of the polynomials in
(LlO) . To this end for 00 E S; let j'(o-) denote the number of fixed points of 00, we then have
THEOREM 1.3
F; (q, x) = L xf(CT )qinv(w (CT )).
O'ESn
(1.13)
PROOF. Suppose that 00 factors as in (1.4) and let
S = {b lo b-, , bn - k }
be the complement of {aJ, a z, . .. , ak} in {I , 2, , n}. Then
w(oo)= Tsw (oo')# Xa,xa2 ' . . xak
where 00' is a derangement of I , 2, .. . , n - k and Ts is the operation of replacing the letters
Xl, X2, ••• , Xn -k by Xb" x~, ... , Xbn_k' This given the inversions of w(oo) can be divided into
*It is customary to think of languages as formal sums as well as subsets of words.
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three classes:
(1) The inversions within the word Tsw(u') and these are equal in number to those in
w(u').
(2) The [k(k -1)]/2 inversions of the word Xa'Xa2 ••• X ak•
(3) Those occurring between an xs, and an xaj" The latter are equinumerous with those
of the subset word w(S) as defined in the introduction.
Thus we have
q inv (w (u » =q (;)q inv(w (S »)q inv(w (u'll.
This implies that the contribution to the sum in (1.13) coming from the permutations
whose fixed points are a h a2, . . . , ak is simply
q{;}qinv(w (sllDn_k(q) .
Summing over all subsets S of 1,2, ... , n of cardinality n - k and using (1.5) gives
Comparing with (1.12) we see that we must have
Fnk(q)= L qinv(w (u))x(f(u)=k),
UESn
thus (1.13) holds true as asserted.
It may be worthwhile making a few remarks before closing our section on derangements.
REMARK 1.1. We should point out that writing our OCF words backwards has the
effect of changing q into 1/q in (1.7). In fact iffor w = Xi i X i2 ••• Xi n we set W= XinXin - I ••• Xi,
then we have
. _ (n) .
mvw= 2 -mvw. (1.14)
Using this fact it is not difficult to derive a new collection of identities by replacing in our
considerations each OCF word w by the corresponding word W. For instance if we set
Dn(q) = L qinvw,
WED"
then (1.14) gives
_ (n) ( 1) n (_l)k (k)
Dn(q)=q 2 D; - =[n]! L --q 2 •
q k=O [k]!
In a similar way we can show that the distribution of inv w(u) on S« is also Mahonian.
REMARK 1.2. Note that using (1.13) and replacing u by u/(l-q) in (1.7) we obtain
1 L XkU k q{;}
(1- u/l-q) bO (1-q) .. . (l_qk)
k n
_ " u (;) " u L flu) in v w fc- )-k~o(l-q)"'(I-qk)q n~o(1-q)"'(l-qn)uESnX q .
There should be a partition interpretation of this identity in the style of [7]. Under this
interpretation the replacement w ~wshould correspond to a reciprocity theorem in the
sense of Stanley [11].
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REMARK 1.3. We may consider the enumeration problem for derangements as a
special case of enumeration of permutations with restricted cycle structure. To study the
case when we require all the cycles to have lengths greater than or equal to I it might be
appropriate to introduce OCF(l) words for permutations. That is the words obtained by
writing first all the cycles of length ~I ordered by increasing Ith smallest elements with
the Ith smallest element in the last position then the remaining cycles following in some
order (possibly lexicographically). It should be of interest to explore the identities that
come out of this encoding of permutations.
2. THE q-LAH NUMBERS
Since the series eq(x) is the inverse of Eq( -x ) we can write (1.8) in the form
u" n x h + v x k 1
n~o [n]! v~o Lnv(q) Jo [h]! = k~O [k]! (1- u)' . . (1- uq" I)' (2.1)
Thus using the identity
1 " [n +k -1] nkl=t.. U(1 - u) . . . (l - uq ) n ;o.O n
and equating the coefficients of unxk in (2.1) gives
1 n 1
-[]' ~ Lnv(q)[k _ ]'n . v - I lJ .
and this can be rewritten in the suggestive form
_1[n+k-1]
[k]! n '
n
L Lnv(q)[k][k -1]' .. [k -lJ + 1] = [k][k + 1]' .. [k + n -1] . (2.2)
v=1
Letting q =1, this reduces to (replacing k by x)
£ Lnv(l)(x)v =(i )(n),
11 = 1
(2.3)
which expresses the well known fact that the sign less Lah numbers [10] are the connection
constants between the lower and upper factorial polynomials. Thus we may view (2.2) as a
q-analogue of (2.3) and the Lnk(q) as q-analogues of the Lah numbers.
Our program here is to obtain a combinatorial interpretation of (2.2). As a by-product
we shall obtain explicit expressions for the polynomials in (1.11). We shall use here two
different word encodings for Laguerre configurations and obtain our identities by compar-
ing them. First of all we have what we call Ordered Laguerre Configuration (OLe) words
defined as follows. Let Cn be the collection of all Laguerre configurations with n balls. For
instance the figure below shows an element of C12 •
(2.4)
Given an element c E Cn we picture it with the tubes drawn in order of decreasing least
elements. To obtain the OLe words for c we simply lay down the tubes on their sides from
left to right place a "0" between each pair of tubes erase the outlines of the tubes and
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balls and replace i by x, as before. For instance the configuration in (2.4) yields the word
We shall call Lnk the formal sum of all the words w(c) corresponding to configurations
with n balls and k tubes.
Our second collection of words is an encoding for what we call Scattered Laguerre
Configurations. This can be described as follows. We are to put n balls into k tubes but now
the tubes are labelled and we do allow some of the tubes to remain empty. For instance the
figure below shows an SL configuration with eight balls and eight tubes.
(2.5)
Given such a configuration the corresponding SLC word is obtained by laying the tubes on
their sides as before only now we insert an Xco between each pair of tubes. For instance the
configuration c in (2.5) yields the word
This given we shall denote by SLnk the formal sum of all words corresponding to SL
configurations with n balls and k tubes.
Note that we may construct a word W s E SLnk by giving a pair (S, 0") consisting of a subset
S of {1, 2, ... , n +k -1} of cardinality k -1 and a permutation 0" E Sn'The subset gives the
location of the X co and 0" gives the arrangement of Xl> X2, ••• ,Xn in W s' Thus the cardinality
of SL nk is
( n +k -1)ISLnkl= k-1 n!. (2.6)
However, we may produce a W s E SLnk in yet another way, we can pick first a word W E Lnh
(h = 1, 2, ... , k) then arrange the tubes of w according to the permutation T E Sh,change
all the xo's into xco's and sprinkle k-h additional xco's to complete W s'
This reasoning leads to the identity
ISLnkl= ht ILnhlh!(~),
which combined with (2.6) yields
n
L ILnhlk (k - 1) · · · (k-h+1)=k(k+1)··· (k+n-1).
h=l
(2.7)
We thus recover (in view of (2.3)) the fact that Lnk(l) = ILnkl as we indicated in the
introduction.
Our goal is to show that
Lnk(q) = L qinvw = ILnkl q •
weLnk
(2.8)
Indeed we shall show that (2.2) holds with the right hand side of (2.8) replacing Lndq).
However we hasten to say that the simple minded reasoning that yielded (2.7) cannot be
used for this purpose. Roughly speaking the reason is that the construction involved in the
above reasoning is not inversion preserving. Nevertheless there is another construction
which has precisely this property.
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Note first that we have a complete q-analogue of (2.6) that is
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(2.9)
The reason is quite simple, if w, E SLnk is obtained from a pair (S, u) as indicated above, we
shall necessarily have
inv W s = inv u+inv w (S ) * ,
where w(S) is the subset word corresponding to S. Summing over all pairs (S, u) yields
(2.9).
Next given Ws E SLnk we shall associate to it an initial part word Iw, constructed as
follows . If W s = X;,Xi2 . .. X;n+k_' then
(2.10)
where xi" Xh' ... ,Xih (h <i« < ... <jh) are the Xi'S occurring in the subword
Xi.Xi.+, ... Xi.+k_" In other words Iw, is obtained from W s by removing the xoo's beyond
Xi._, and rearranging the remaining Xi'S in increasing order. For convenience we shall
denote by Jnh the formal sum of all initial parts which are of the form (2.10).
Note now that we can construct a word Ws E SLnk by giving the triplet (Iw" T, S) where
Iw, E Jnh for some h = 1, 2, ... , k gives the initial part of W s ; T E S« is the permutation
giving the order in which Xj,Xh . .. Xih are to be placed in W s and finally S is a subset of
{1, 2, .. . , k} which indicates the location of the k - h xoo's in the tail of Ws'
It is easily seen that we have
inv W s = inv Iw, +inv T+inv w(S).
Summing over all triplets (I w" T, S ) gives the identity
/SL nk!q = ht IJnh!q[hJ{:J.
Combining this with (2.9) and comparing with (2.2) we derive that
u; (q ) = IJnklq· (2.11)
To derive (2.8) we need in addition to the operators Ii, S, introduced in the previous
section a further operator R, defined as follows. For a word w in the alphabet X =
{Xl! X2, ... ,Xm x oo} we let R;w denote the word obtained by replacing the i-th occurrence
of xoo in w by Xn +l . Finally R ; is to act on sums of words by linearity.
This given we have the following recursions.
THEOREM 2.1
and
n+k
L n+ l.k = xn+lxoLn.k-1 + L I;Lnk
; ~ I
n+1 k-I
In+l.k =XooJn.k-IXn+1 + L X;SJnk + L xooRiJnk
i=1 i =1
(2.12)
(2.13)
PROOF. The first of the identities is an immediate consequence of the combinatorial
construction that led to L nk. As for the second identity we observe that a word w =
Xi, . .. xi. _,xi, ... Xik is in Jnk if it is a rearrangement of X~-IXIX2 ... Xn and i, < h < ... <
* We tacitly assume here that x""> Xi for all i.
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(2.14)
jk<oo. Thus if w=xooW'Xn+l then w'EJn.k-l. if W=XiW' U<oo) then Silw'EJnk and
finally if w = X oo w' and Xn+l is not at the end of w' then by changing Xn+l into X oo w' yields a
word of Jnk. Grouping together words of the same type gives (2.13).
The identities (2.12) and (2.13) lead us to the following result.
THEOREM 2.2. There is an inversion preserving bijection f) of L Jnk onto L Lnk.
n.k: n.k
PROOF. We construct f) recursively on 'n '. Since Jll =L ll =Xl we can set f)Xl =Xl. Let
us then suppose that f) has been defined on Jnk for 1,,;;; k ,,;;; n. We extend f) to In+l,k as
follows:
(a) If w = xooW'Xn+l with w' EIn,k-l we set f)w = Xn+1XOf)W'.
(b) If w = XSiW' with W'EJnk we set f)w =h-i+n+lf)w'.
(c) If w = xOORiw' with W'EJnk we set f)w =h-if)W'.
We need only check that inversions are preserved. However, in each of these cases the
inductive assumption gives
(a) inv xoow 'Xn+l = n + k -1 + inv Wi = inv Xn+1XOf)W ';
(b) inv XSiW' = i -1 + inv w' = inv In+1+k-if)w';
(c) inv xooRiw' = n + 1 + i-I + inv w' = inv Ik_,f)w'
To get the last equality observe that replacing an Xoo by an Xn+l does not disturb inversions
with later elements and only creates inversions with the i-I preceeding xoo's. This
establishes (2.8).
For convenience let us set L; =L~=l L nk, SL n=Lk;;.l SL nk and for wE L; or SL n let
t( w) denote the number of tubes in the corresponding configuration. Our combinatorial
interpretation of the polynomials in (1.11) can thus be stated in the form
THEOREM 2.3
Ln(q, x) = L x'(wlqinvw.
WELn
It is interesting to observe that as a byproduct of our combinatorial set-up we obtain the
following identities
THEOREM 2.4
and
Ln+l,k(q) =qn+k-l Ln,k-l(q) + [n + k]Lnk(q),
L ( )=;. [n-1][n]! k(k-l) k
n q,x k::l k-l [k]!q x
(2.15)
(2.16)
f Lnk(q)[k]!x k
k=l (l-x)(I-xq)'" (l- xqk)
[n]!x
(l-x)(l-xq)'" (l- xqn) (2.17)
PROOF. The first identity is an immediate consequence of (2.8) and (2.12). Observe
next that to give a word w = Xi, ... Xin_,Xj, ... Xi> in Jnk we may give a triplet (S, T, T)
where S = {it, h, ... ,jk}, T is the subset of {I, 2, ... , n -1} which indicates the position of
the k -1 xoo's in the subword w' = Xi, ... Xin_, and T is the permutation giving the order of
the n - k Xi'S U< 00) in w'. We clearly have
inv w = inv w(S) +inv weT) +inv T + k(k -1),
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where the last member of the sum takes account of the inversions between Xj, •.. Xi, and
the k -1 xoo's in w'. Summing over all such triplets and using (2.11) we obtain
[n-1][n][ ]1 k(k-l )Lndq) = k_1 k n-k .q .
This gives (2.16).
Finally note that the sum
Q = L xl(w )qinvw
weSL"
can be evaluated in two different ways. First of all note that we can write a word w E SLn in
the form
Thus we can write
Q __ '\' '\' '\' Inv o- p +" '+p +1 P +2p +"'+npL. L. ... L.q X O .q' 2 •
ueSn Po;;;i!!=O Pn;;l!:O
and this is the right-hand side of (2.17).
On the other hand we can write a word W E SLn in the form
where w'xj, •.. Xi, EJnk and T = (Tt. .. . , Tk) is a permutation in Sk. Clearly
inv w = inv w' + inv T +PI +2p2+... + kpi:
Thus we can write
Q __ '\' '\' qinv w' '\' qirlV r '\' '\' P +" '+p +k P +2p +" '+kpL. L. L. L. ... L. X O 'q' 2 "
k=l w'e]., ~ES, p,,,,,O p,"O
which is the left-hand side of (2.17) .
It may be worthwhile making a few remarks before closing.
REMARK 2.1. It is to be noted that from the above arguments we may derive a
combinatorial proof of the identity
L [n +k] k _ 1
k..O k x -(1-x)(1-xq)"'(l-xqnr
Indeed note that we can also set
Q = L ISLnklqx k.
k.. l
Thus using (2.9) we obtain
Q=[n]! k~l [n::~l]xk,
which, comparing with (2.17), gives (2.19).
(2.19)
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REMARK 2.2. The polynomials L~(x) given by
n x [u/ (l- u}]
" a( )u ec: L n x ""I= -(l-_--)a-,+,..,.l
n "O n . u
(2.20)
(2.21)
are often called generalized Laguerre polynomials [3]. It can be shown that
L~(x)= £ (n +a) n!xk.
k=O k +a k!
Our set up can be used to produce q-analogues of the L~(x) when a is an integer. Let J~k
denote the formal sum of all words Wi which are rearrangements of X~+aX 1X2 . . . Xn and
are of the form
(2.22)
Note that we can construct a word
by giving a triplet (w' , T, S) where
T E S; is the permutation giving the order in which xii ... Xih are to appear in x,! ... x,. and
S gives the location of the p - h xoo's in x,! ... x,.'
Reasoning as we did in the proof of (2.11) we derive that
ISL n.,,+a+l lq =Jo IJ~hlq[h]{:J.
Using (2.9) this can be written in the form
n a [n+p+a]L IJnhlq[p][p-1]" · [p - n + 1]= [n ]! ;h=O p+a
multiplying by (x"j[p ]!)(unj[n]!) and summing for P, n ~ 0 gives
L [u]nIL~ (q,X)=Eq(_X) L [x]", (1 )(1 / (1 . ,,+a) ,
n "O n . "..0 P. - U - uq . . , - uq
where we have set
n
L~(q, x) = L IJ~h Iqx h.
h=O
(2.23)
Moreover, a reasoning similar to that which yielded (2.16) leads in this case to
La( ) = ~ [n +a][n]! k(k +a ) k (2.24)
n q;x k":,O k-r a [k]!q x .
Clearly (2.23) and (2.24) tend to (2.20) and (2.21) as q ~ 1 we may thus regard the L~(q, x)
as q-analogues of the generalized Laguerre polynomials.
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